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I. INTROIXJCTION 
In this paper we derive an explicit coercivity inequality for the pseudo- 
parabolic operator L, defined by 
L,,u 11 A(24 t z+) + i UZi - au - Ut , 
i=l 
(1) 
where A denotes the n-dimensional Laplacian, and a is a bounded function of 
the space variables. Our main interest in such an inequality lies in its potential 
application in the numerical approximation of solutions of boundary value 
problems associated with semilinear pseudoparabolic equations. We will return 
to this aspect in Section 3 of the paper. 
We have chosen to treat (1) rather than a more general operator to keep the 
exposition from being needlessly cluttered with nonessential details. An inequal- 
ity similar to that derived here can be obtained for the case where the coefficients 
of the lower order terms have space dependent bounded coefficients. This work 
is parallel to and exploits the techniques used in earlier work of the authors for 
parabolic equations [I 51. 
The operator (1) is currently of much interest because it arises in a variety 
of important physical processes. Among these are the nonsteady flow of second 
order fluids [l], the seepage of homogeneous fluids through fissured rock [2], 
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the diffusion of “imprisoned” resonant radiation through a gas [3-51 (which has 
applications in the analysis of certain laser systems [6]) and probably most 
important, the two-temperature theory of heat conduction of Chen and Gurtin [7]. 
2. THE COERCIVITY INEQUALITY 
In this section we derive a coercivity inequality 
for dunctions u in D = 52 x [0, T] which belong to the Hilbert space W,, of 
functions with finite norm 
i;;;;i-,,,,p =: jD (u’ t I Vu I2 -t I D’u I2 i ut”) dx dt (2.2) 
which satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions on the parabolic boundary of D, 
and for which ut EL~([O, 2’1, lS’a2(Lr)). (Note that Us = 0 on S, = 3.0 x [0, T].) 
The norm !~/ . l!j on W, is equivalent to 
whereGja is the norm on lJJz2(Q). 
In (2.2) the gradient is with respect to the space variables only and j D2u ~2 
represents the sum of the squares of all second derivatives with respect to space 
variables. We use 11 9 Ijo in (2.1) to denote the norm in L,(D). We also assume that 
the n-dimensional domain Q has a piecewise smooth boundary with nonnegative 
mean curvature. Further, we use the summation convention so that repeated 
indices in the same expression are to be summed from 1 to 71, i.e., over the 
spatial variables. 
The existence of an inequality such as (2.1) follows from the work in [9]. 
The point of our work is to obtain an explicit value for the constant, and to 
show that the constant is O(a,) where a, = sup, a(x). 
To this end we develop a series of inequalities which lead to (2.1). We start 
with the identity 
- I uL,u dx dt = D j D (VU)~ dx dt + $ s,, 1 Vu I2 dx 
-ij uuei dx dt + s 
au* dx dt + 4 
i=l D D s 
u* dx, 
“T 
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obtained by integrating by parts and using the boundary conditions. We have 
introduced the notation Q, = D n {t = Tj. We now drop the positive terms 
on 52, and use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality twice to obtain 
I D (z&L)“Ckdt>2E(1 -T) jD / Tu I2 dx dt + 2~ (1 - 5 - &, jo u* dx dt 
(2.3) 
for positive 01 and E, where a, = info a(x). We assume that a, > $(l - A) 
where h is the lowest eigenvalue of --d in L,(Q) subject to Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. 
The next two inequalities are obtained from (2.3) by evident choices of a and E: 
r -D (L&2 dx dt > (2ao ‘4” - ‘)* i” u2 dx dt -D 
and 
s (L&u)2 dx dt 3 (2a;(; :)I)’ j 1 Vu j2 dx dt. D D 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Since LX? has a nonnegative mean curvature [8] 
j 1 D2u I2 dx dt :g j (Au)~ dx dt, 
D D 
and this implies that 
j 
D 
1 D2u I2 dx dt -<, f (Au + AZ@ dx dt. 
‘D 
Several applications of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality now imply 
1 / D2u j* dx dt 
‘D 
:; 2 j 
D 
(L,u)* dx dt + 6 jD j Vu I2 dx dt + 6a,* j u2 dx dt + 6 j u$ dx dt. 
D D 
(2.6) 
The last inequality we need involves an appropriate bound on SD ut2 dx dt. 
This is obtained by solving for ut in terms of Lu and utilizing methods similar 
to those of [15]. The result is 
s ut2 dx dt -< D i (L,u)~ dx dt L ~ jD up dx dt. (2.7) -D 
If we combine (2.7), (2.6), (2.5) and (2.4) we obtain an inequality 
‘I u &,I < c 11 Lu LO (2.8) 
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where 
C = W2a, + h - I)-’ [3 i- 2 . (7 + $2 + 4(a, + A))]‘/“, 
and where 
which is equivalent to (2.2) for functions u (with ~1 u 1~a.i f nite) that vanish on 
the parabolic boundary of D. 
Remark. The inequality (2.3) and the other work leading up to (2.8) go 
through in virtually the same way if, instead of u = 0, we assume that u, + u = 0 
on S, . Suppose that we consider L, acting on the Hilbert space IV, of functions 
u with j! u [[a,i finite, u1 EL~([O, T], W,Z(Q)), U(X, 0) =: 0, and 
(U + ut), + (u - 2~) = 0 on ST. (2.9) 
(For the physical significance of this type of boundary condition see [3].) If we 
rewrite (2.9) in the form (u,( + u)~ = -(u,, + u), and integrate the ordinary 
differential equation which results for fixed x E %2, we find that u,, + u = 0 
on S, . It follows then that 
for u E IV, , with the same constant C that appears in (2.8). 
We are now ready to state the main theorem of this section. First we remark 
that the norm on IV,, (or IV,) may be taken to be 
where 
is a norm for the subspace of Waz(J2) which arises from the homogeneous 
boundary condition [8]. 
THEOREM 1. If u E W, (or W,), then 
~ u (‘1 < (15 + 4Cy 11 L”U Ilo 
where C is the constant in (2.8)‘. 
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Proof. Since ZQ = 0 on S, for u E W, (and (z& + z+ = 0 on S, for u E W,), 
Au, =: L,,u -+ ut - Au implies [8] that for each t 
(II Ut li2)2 -< sI,(L,u + Ut ~ Au)2 dx 
and 
s; 3 jD (L,,u)% dx - 3 Jo (ut)P dx + 3 jO (Au)~ dx, 
.T 
1 / u,!jidt < 3 :I L,u 11,” + 3 / ut 11,” + 3 1; Au 1;; 
‘0 
COROLLARY. Suppose that 852 is of class C2 and a E C(o). Then L,, maps W, 
(and W,) onto L,(D). 
Proof. \Ve need only show that L( W,) (and L( WI)) are dense in L?(D). Our 
hypotheses and the results established in [9] imply this. 
3. SEMILINEAR PROBLEMS 
The results of the previous section have immediate consequences for semi- 
linear initial-boundary value problems. For simplicity we will restrict our 
attention to the equation 
L,,u = A(u 1 4) - Ut = f (.? 4 
together with the initial condition U(X, 0) = 0, and either u = 0 or (2.9) on S, . 
We assume throughout this section that Z2 is of class C2 and that f is continuous 
and has continuous partial derivatives with respect to u through the third order. 
We also assume that 71, the number of space variables, is not larger than three. 
It then follows that functions in W,, and (W,) may be thought of as being uni- 
formly continuous, and that the nonlinear operator 
Pu = LOU - f (x, u) (3.1) 
maps lVO (and WI) into L,(D), has two continuous Frechet derivatives, and that 
the second derivative P”(u) is locally bounded. These results are slight modi- 
fications of results that are given in [14, 151. 
We remark that the FrechCt derivative is given by 
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and that the condition 
f1: inf fu > -A 
C&R 
implies that, for each U, P’(U) is invertible as a linear operator from iVO (or W,) 
onto L,(D). Furthermore, an upper bound for ~/[P’(u)]-’ (1 is provided by (2.12)’ 
if the coefficient u(x) is identitified with fU(x, U(X)). In fact, C = O(a,) for u, 
large, where C is the constant in (2.12)‘, implies that 
(3.2) 
for positive constant 01, /3. 
LEMMA. If u E W,, (or W,), there is a constant K such that 
/ u(x, t)l < k-i’1 u il . 
Proof. Since 
it follows that 
u(x, t) = It U&Y, T) d7, 
0 
< Cl T112 
U 
,’ Ii u+ Ii: dt!“’ ,< Cl Tl”//i u Ilj , 
where C, is the constant which appears in the Sobolev inequality. 
The results of this section are based on the convergence of iterative methods 
which arise from modifying the first N steps of Newton’s method. Suppose that P 
is a twice continuously differentiable mapping of X into Y, X and Y Hilbert 
spaces, that P’(x) is invertible for x, that 
liIW)l-l II < 01 Iix II + B (3.3) 
and that P”(x) is locally bounded. Then [lo] it is known that the unique solution 
of P(x) can be obtained as the limit of {x,), where 
X n+1 = @P(% 9 w n = 1 )...) iv, 
x n+1 = xn - [P’@n)l-l P(G), n = N + l,..., 
(3.4) 
for any choice of x0 . The first N steps arise from an appropriate discretization of 
k(t) = -[P’(x)]-1 P(x), t E [O, I]. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that P is giwen by (3.1), that (fr) holds, and that 
fiL = O(u), uniformly in x. Then there is a unique solution of the equation 
P(u) = 0 
in W,, (OY WI) and the iteration (3.4) converges to this solution. 
Proof. \\:e need only invoke the previous observations about the operator P, 
and observe that (3.2), the lemma, and fU = O(u) imply that (3.3) holds for P. 
All of the requirements for convergence of (3.4) are satisfied. 
A modification of this theorem, which requires no growth restriction on f 
for large U, can be given if an a priori estimate for the magnitude of a solution 
of P(u) == 0 can be given. We present a theorem giving such an estimate which 
may be of independent interest. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that 
u[f(x, u) - ul >, 0 
if I u i 3 M. The-n a solution of P(u) = 0 in W, (or WI) must satisfy 
Proof. We will deal with the case of a solution in W, . The other case is 
simpler and the proof is virtually the same. It suffices to show that f(x, u) > u 
for u 3 M > 0 implies that a solution must satisfy u < M. 
If we write the differential equation as 
A(u + 4) - (u + %) = f (x, u) - u = fO(X, u) 
and make the substitution U = u + ut , we obtain 
AU - U =f&, u) =F[x, U] 
where the functional F arises from the relation 
I 
t 
u(x, t) = e-t e”U(x, s) ds. 
0 
The boundary condition (2.14) becomes 
u, + u = 0. 
(35) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
The relations (3.5) and (3.7) hold for each t. 
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The Sobolev imbedding theorem implies that U, ut are uniformly HGldrr 
continuous on 52 for each t and the smoothness assumptions on f imply that 
F[x, U] is also. (Actually we must add the hypothesis thatf is Hiilder continuous 
with respect to 1; here.) Standard regularity results for second order elliptic 
problems now imply that C E P(Q) n C,‘(o), for each t. 
We will apply a maximum principle argument [I I, p. 4261 to obtain a bound 
for U. Suppose LV1, is defined b! 
Then U > M, and (3.6) imply that u > ild, so that U > MT implies that 
F[x, U] = fo(n, U) > 0. Suppose that, for some fixed t. 
The boundary point version of the maximum principle [12, Chap. 21 and (3.7) 
imply that U < iz on aQ. Therefore, there is a PE Q with U(P) =~: k and a 
neighborhood N of P in which M < U < k and U + k. Since AC; - U 2-0 
in N, this contradicts the strong maximum principle. It follows that 
in D, and this, along with u(x, 0) = 0, implies that u < 11/1. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose (f,) holds, and that 
U[f(N, u) - zi] 2 0 
if 1 u 1 > M. Suppose also that f is Elder continuous zoith respect to x. Then the 
iteration (3.4) converges to the unique solution of 
P(u) = 0 
in W, (or IV,). 
Proof. Since the estimate , u i < M is available we may use a well-known 
device [13, Chap. 41 by which the original problem is replaced by one with 
nonlinear term J which coincides with f for 1 u / < M and which is bounded 
along with its derivatives. It follows that 
I![P(u)]-1 I/ < c, 
where C is independent of IL and (3.3) is certainly satisfied. 
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